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There are at  least  three ways  to conceive of  all  of  existence or  reality.
While these conceptions seem to be mutually exclusive in some respects,
they are in fact complementary and nest within one another.  We humans
need  all  three  of  these  conceptions,  and  we  need  for  them  to  be
understood as operating as one system in order to properly comprehend
and engage reality at all levels.

The First and most overarching conceptualization is of reality as a single
unified and totally integrated system.  In this view, all aspects of reality are
fundamentally  interconnected  and  interrelated  in  an  infinite  web  that
includes  at  all  possible  levels  all  energy  and  matter  [including  all  anti-
matter, dark matter and dark energy],  as well  as all  that is material and
immaterial/spiritual, and all that is objective and subjective.  This system is
in a constant state of vibration/change and any change at any level in any
aspect ramifies, however tiny, through the entirety of the infinite fabric of
reality.  This conception would encompass any and all parallel or multiple
universes and would allow for access to any and all states of the system in
any timeframe, including the future.  As important immaterial components
of reality,  mind and consciousness through their  intellectual and intuitive
capacities are active participants in this conception of reality,  interacting
with reality at both the material  and immaterial,  objective and subjective
levels of existence.  There is but one identity in this conception with an
infinite number of “parts” through an infinite number of connections.

This First conceptualization describes a fully unified notion of reality which
houses in one totally integrated system ALL phenomena from quarks to
multiverses in the material domain, and from strings to dark energy in the
immaterial  domain,  and  from gravity  to  the  strong  nuclear  force  in  the
fundamental force domain, and from radio to gamma wave radiation in the
electromagnetic field domain, and from thoughts to memories to emotions
to  fantasies  in  the  mental/consciousness  domain.   By  positing  one
dimensional strings vibrating differentially in a two dimensional membrane
in eleven dimensional space, what is called M-Theory in modern theoretical
physics claims to cover in a unified way all but the mental/consciousness
domain  of  phenomena  in  this  total  unification  picture.   By  adding  the
mental/consciousness  domain  into  the  unification  array,  this  First
conceptualization includes all aspects of reality that must be covered in a
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complete theory of everything, even if presently there is no string theory of
mentation/consciousness.

The Second conceptualization of reality derives from a focus on the two
fundamental and oppositional forces in all of existence:  attraction [joining]
and repulsion [separating].  In this view, reality at every level and in every
domain is a function of the essential attractive and repulsive forces at work
in  a  dynamic  where  these  basic  forces  are  overall  balanced  but  in
competition/tension with one another.  In this Second conceptualization, all
of the dichotomies that we recognize in all of the domains of reality from the
cosmological [gravity = integration and dark energy = disintegration] to the
mental [synthesis = lumpers and analysis = splitters] to the emotional [love
= attraction and hate = repulsion],  to the physical  [matter = aggregation
and antimatter = dispersion], to the social [community = together and the
individual = separate], to the spiritual [enlightenment = unification and the
void = separation] reflect our underlying awareness of the tension between
these attractive and repulsive forces.  In different domains we use different
terms to name these two forces with the result that our names obscure the
common underlying dynamic principle that informs all of these dichotomies.
I  explore this Second conceptualization of  reality in greater detail  in my
essay,  “Always  Two  Equal  Forces  in  Dynamic  Tension  in  ALL  of
Existence.”

The Third conceptualization of reality looks within the variety of dichotomies
within the Second conceptualization and discovers continua of phenomena.
In  this  view,  the  composite  of  all  phenomena in  all  continua  constitute
reality,  and  we  can  discover  the  differential  effects  under  different
circumstances  of  the  two  oppositional  forces  at  work  within  these
dichotomous  continua.   Under  different  conditions,  the  influence  of  the
attractive force may be greater or lesser than the repulsive force with one
force  dominating  the  other  more  or  less  [and  visa  versa].   Thus,
phenomena are seen as existing on a continuum in terms of some variable
[e.g. hydrogen to oxygen to iron to uranium by the number of protons and
electrons in an element’s atomic structure].  Scientists make an effort to
define the conditions for the differential influences/effects of these different
states  and  thereby  to  identify  what  “causes”  different  kinds  of
effects/results.  Mostly the search in this kind of science is for the primary
causes  which  are  mostly capable  of  predicting  the consequence of  the
interaction  of  the  oppositional  forces  under  particular  conditions.   Most
experimental science operates within this Third conceptualization of reality,
and it produces much of pragmatic value.  But it is also true that this kind of
science  suffers  from  its  failure  to  recognize  the  larger,  totally
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interconnected  system  that  pertains  in  both  the  First  and  Second
conceptualizations where cause and effect are fundamentally diffuse and
even infinite.  This is the basic problem for science operating within the
Third conceptualization: claiming that correlations [especially singular ones]
are causal and “somehow” sufficiently explanatory.  

My own work in  Dynamic Humanism [2007] draws on all  three of these
modes  of  conceptualization  without  separating  out  the  results  of  each
mode.  And in fact all three of these approaches to conceptualizing reality
do  rely  upon  one  another.   The  Third  conceptualization  specifies  the
particulars of the Second Conceptualization as the Second does for the
First, each adopting a view at a level that is somewhat more particular than
the one that contains it.  All three conceptualizations reveal something that
is  true about  reality.   But,  ultimately,  to  be truly  adequate,  each lesser
conceptual layer  should contribute to the conclusions in the fully unified
view of reality that is described in the First conceptualization.  

While  all  scientists  should  understand  their  pursuits  as  relating  their
discoveries  in  the  Second  and  Third  conceptualization  levels  to
understanding in the First level conceptualization, most researchers confine
themselves  to  the  Third  conceptualization.   Moreover,  most  of  these
scientists confine themselves to the observable material realm within the
Third conception and are very reluctant to allow for participation by the non-
material domains in their paradigms.  But as the evidence gathers, there is
little  doubt  that  what  we  refer  to  as the  subjective  mental  and  spiritual
domains participate in both the immaterial and material realms of reality.
Indeed,  in  a  fully  unified  view  where  all  phenomena  are  included,
participation in  the overall  system for  the non-material  components is  a
given.   Consciousness,  imagination,  and dream are as recognizable  as
important phenomena of existence as are immaterial dark matter and dark
energy.   So,  in  the  grand  scheme  of  things  where  everything  is
fundamentally  interconnected,  the  elements  of  the  non-material  must
participate  and  have  direct,  not  just  secondary,  effects.   Our  scientific
paradigms,  which  have  been  so  focused  for  so  long  on  attempting  to
understand the material/physical realm of reality are being forced in recent
years  by  the  physical  sciences  themselves  to  accept  that  the
material/physical domain constitutes only 4% of all that exists in reality.  As
this  realization  percolates  through  the  scientific  community,  the  need
becomes  obvious  to  incorporate  as  significant  the  participation  of  the
immaterial world of matter and energy and very likely the role mind and
consciousness play in this immaterial realm.
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In the Big Picture, there are at least three interrelated conceptions of reality
only separated by the level of inclusiveness [scale] of their considerations
and only differing in the degree to which they are aware that they are all
exploring the more or  less specific  evidence for  the universal  attraction
[positive]  – repulsion [negative]  fundamental  force dynamic at  work in a
reality where all phenomena at all levels are interconnected as one.
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